We establish the existence of vertex-magic total labelings (VMTLs) for several infinite classes of regular graphs. The main method of construction is to assemble a number of appropriately labeled copies of one graph into a single graph with a VMTL. This method enables us for example to begin with any even-regular graph and from it construct a cubic graph possessing a VMTL. An important feature of the construction is that it produces strong VMTLs for many even order regular graphs. In addition the method provides another proof that for any odd-regular graph G possessing a VMTL, the disconnected graph tG has a VMTL for all t ≥ 1. The construction also extends to certain families of non-regular graphs.
Introduction
A vertex-magic total labeling (VMTL) on a graph with v vertices and e edges is a one-to-one mapping from the vertices and edges onto the integers 1, 2, · · · , v + e so that the sum of the label on a vertex and the labels of its incident edges is constant, independent of the choice of vertex. By now, considerable effort has been expended by quite a number of authors in showing how to construct vertex-magic total labelings (VMTLs) for quite a variety of graphs. Many of the graphs shown to possess VMTLs are regular, an observation that prompted the second author to conjecture that, apart from the two small exceptions K 2 and 2C 3 , all regular graphs are vertex-magic.
An important paper by McQuillan [7] introduced a method for proving that a large family of cubic graphs was vertex-magic, without actually having to construct the labeling. This method was generalized by the first author [1] to show that large families of regular graphs were vertex-magic, including most of those dealt with by other authors by more ad hoc means. Our subsequent work has further exploited this method [3] . For example, we now know that all odd-regular graphs of order up to 17 are vertex-magic, and almost all regular graphs of any odd order are vertex-magic.
We know less about graphs of even order. In this paper, we introduce a new construction which again applies to large families of regular graphs without any detailed knowledge of their structure, and in particular provides labelings for large classes of graphs of even order. We show how to label graphs we call assemblages which are constructed by putting together one or more kinds of subunits into a single graph. Often the subunits will be copies of the same graph.
A VMTL is strong if the largest labels are assigned to the vertices. Strong labelings are desirable because they can be used as the basis for the constructions described in [1] and [3] . Readers are referred to [6] and [9] for general background and basic constructions regarding VMTLs.
Strong VMTLs of cubic graphs of order 4t
We will begin with an example of assemblages built from sub-units all isomorphic to the graph illustrated in Figure 1 (identified as G99 using the numbering of Read & Wilson [8] ) in order to get an understanding of the properties of such graphs. We then proceed to the more general construction of assemblages. Turning around our viewpoint, we can view assemblages as graphs which are decomposable into a set of (usually isomorphic) edgedisjoint subgraphs.
McQuillan's construction [7] provides a method of labeling all cubic graphs that contain a perfect matching. This construction can be used as a basis on which to build VMTLs of 2t + 3-regular graphs of even order. However, important as it is, McQuillan's construction does not give us strong VMTLs. The generalization of McQuillan's method described in [1] and [3] depends on having a graph with a strong VMTL to use as the starter for building VMTLs for graphs of the same order but larger size. For a cubic graph of even order to possess a strong labeling, the order must be 4t, and these are what we will focus on.
Apart from their use in this paper, such labelings will provide the basis for a construction of VMTLs for large families of non-regular graphs that we will be discussing in a subsequent paper [?] .
10t+1-i Figure 1 : G99 as a sub-unit of a cubic graph of order 4t, t ≥ 2
To label a graph of order 4t, we assemble t G99 sub-units labeled as shown in Figure 1 . Note that the pendant vertices are labeled and the order two vertices are not. We create a cubic graph by identifying each pendant vertex of one sub-unit with a distinct unlabeled vertex of a different subunit. Examples of how this works for 4−prism and 6−prism (i.e. t = 2 and t = 3) are shown in Figure 2 where a labeled vertex (black) of one sub-unit is identified with an unlabeled vertex (white) of a different sub-unit. It is quite easy to verify that the labels at each vertex will sum to 17t+2. Less obvious is the fact that the labels comprise a set of consecutive integers. Noting that i ranges over the values 1 to t, we list in Table 1 the sets of labels assigned to each of the components of the graph, and then that each label in the range 1, · · · , 10t occurs once only. Conversely, it is easy to see that any 3-regular graph G of order 4t which can be decomposed into edge-disjoint copies of G99 can be labelled inn this manner to possess a strong VMTL. While the simplest examples are prisms, other such graphs are possible as shown in Figure 3 . All these graphs will be referred to as G99-assemblages and we say they have the property of being G99-decomposable. The following theorem shows how we can use any 4-regular graph to generate a G99-decomposable cubic graph. Proof. If G is connected then it will possess an Eulerian cycle, which we can treat as an orientation of G. Hence each vertex of G will possess two incoming and two outgoing edges. We replace each vertex of G with a copy of C 4 (a square) and connect the two outgoing edges incident to the original vertex to non-adjacent vertices of the square and the two incoming edges to the remaining vertices of the square. Then each square plus its two outgoing edges is isomorphic to G99 and since every incoming edge is an outgoing edge for another such sub-unit, we have accounted for all of the edges. Since we have replaced each vertex by 4 new vertices and added 4 new edges for each of the original vertices, the result is a 3-regular graph G * (4v, 6v) with a decomposition into edge disjoint copies of G99 as required. If G is disconnected then we simply apply this process to each component. It should be noted that the only squares in G * will be those replacing the vertices of G; the vertices of any other cycle of order k in G will be replaced in G * by at least 2k vertices as well as k additional edges. As a result, the process is reversible: if we start with any graph G * (4rv, 6rv) with a G99-decomposition and containing precisely vr vertex disjoint squares then each square can be replaced by a vertex to give an 4r-regular graph G(v, 2rv). We note however that many G99-decomposable graphs cannot be generated this way from quartic graphs.
Label

Range of values
The method of Theorem 2 is similar to a process called inflation in [4] , where the vertices of the Petersen graph are replaced by triangles to produce another graph which is connected and vertex-transitive but nonHamiltonian. In the study of sparse graphs with high connectivity, similar constructions in which the vertices of a d-regular graph G are replaced by copies of an r-regular graph H of order d are called replacement product graphs, denoted by G R H (see [5] , for example). Thus the example in Figure 4 would be denoted by as
Graphs which are G99-decomposable can also be constructed by replacing any G99-subunit by two G99-subunits. We do this by inserting two vertices into each of two non-adjacent sides of the square of a G99-subunit and then connecting these new vertices by a pair of edges parallel to the sides of that square. We can iterate this process to obtain a sequence of G99-decomposable graphs of increasing order and size which possess some family resemblance.
For example, we can add any number of pairs of horizontal 'rungs' to the 'ladder' of the graph in Figure 3 (i) to obtain a family of graphs all of which are G99-decomposable. In fact, the graph in Figure 3 (i) is simply a 6-prism in which a pair of horizontal 'rungs' has been added to one of the squares. If a pair of vertical ' rungs' had been added instead, we would have obtained an 8-prism. The same process can obviously also be applied to the cubic graph in Figure 4 and others like it.
General construction of assemblages
In the previous section, we saw how G99 sub-units can be used to construct strong VMTLs of a large family of cubic assemblages. In this section, we look at a more general construction using other sub-units. We firstly introduce what we call the (0, 1)-VMTL.
Definition. A (0, 1)-VMTL of a graph G is an assignment of the integers 0 and 1 to the edges and vertices of G such that the vertex sums are constant.
We will be working with a VMTL λ and a (0, 1)-VMTL λ (0,1) of a graph at the same time, so we will use the notation z for the magic constant of the (0, 1)-VMTL to avoid confusion. It is trivially true that all graphs will possess a (0, 1)-VMTL; simply label every vertex with 1 and every edge with 0. However it is also fairly easy to prove that every (2r + 1)-regular graph possesses a (0, 1)-VMTL in which z = r + 1 and this fact is important in our later constructions. We will refer to such a (0, 1)-VMTL as balanced.
Lemma 3.1.
[9] Every (2r + 1)-regular graph has a total colouring in 2r + 2 colours.
Proof. By the lemma, G has a total colouring η in 2r + 2 colours. Partition the colours into 2 sets A 0 and A 1 , each of size r + 1. Then we label G as follows: if w is any element of G and η(w) ∈ A j then λ (0,1) (w) = j. The labels of each vertex and its incident edges will comprise r + 1 ones and r + 1 zeroes and thus z = r + 1 as required.
In addition to the (0, 1)-VMTLs, we note a fact needed for the constructions of this section. Although in general at + 1 − i = (a − 1)t + i, it is nonetheless true that
We actually used this fact implicitly in creating the G99-subunit used in the previous section.
Unions of odd-regular graphs
With these tools in hand, we can now prove the following theorem, which was first proved by Wallis [9, page 97] using a different method. The idea of this new proof is that we begin with a VMTL λ of a graph G and obtain a labeling of tG by replacing each edge/vertex label λ(w) of the i th component G * i with a function of λ(w), i and t.
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a (2r + 1)-regular graph with a VMTL then tG has a VMTL for all t ≥ 1
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, G has a (0, 1)-VMTL. We will let the labels of the VMTL be λ(w) and the labels of the (0, 1)-VMTL be λ (0,1) (w) for any edge or vertex w of G. Note that since the 1-complement of a regular (0, 1)-VMTL is also a (0, 1)-VMTL, we can always arrange that the edge or vertex labeled 1 in the VMTL is also labeled 1 in the (0, 1)-VMTL and this is what we will do. We label a component G * i from G as follows:
where i is the smallest label of the component. Note that if λ(w) = 1 then λ * i (w) = i, so each of the integers i = 1, · · · , t will occur in a different component, which is why we have indexed the components by i.
Let {w j : j = 1, · · · , 2r + 2} be a set comprising any vertex of G and its incident edges. Without loss of generality, let λ (0,1) (w j ) = 0 for j = 1, · · · , r + 1 and
i.e. each component will have the same magic constant k * = kt − (r + 1). Remembering that
the set of labels used over the t components will be:
This set contains each of the integers 1, · · · , t(v + e) precisely once, thus the labeling is a VMTL as required. If we let t = 2 and t = 3, we obtain the labelings for 2K 4 and 3K 4 shown in Figure 6 .
This construction for unions of odd regular graphs is similar in some respects to that of Wallis in The construction of this section is simpler in that instead of a (2r + 2)-colouring, we only require a (0, 1)-VMTL which is directly used to assign the labels of the component, rather than indirectly via a Kotzig array. Over all of the components, the labels for a given element comprise the set {0, · · · , (t − 1) mod t} and each component contains only labels {i mod t, (t + 1 − i) mod t}. Unlike Wallis's labeling, on the other hand, this construction cannot be used for even-regular graphs. However it does open the way for the constructions that follow.
Labelings of bracelets
In this section, we will discuss a labeling of a new family of regular graphs where we begin with a cycle and replace the vertices v i with copies of some appropriate graph G. More precisely We can prove that we can construct many bracelets starting from any odd-regular vertex-magic graph G. Proof. We can decompose the (t, G − e 0 )-bracelet into subunits isomorphic to G − e 0 plus a hanging vertex v 0 . We describe how to label this subunit.
We construct a (0, 1)-VMTL of G using a colouring η as in Theorem 3.1. Let v 0 be a vertex incident to e 0 . We partition the colours so that η(v 0 ) and η(e 0 ) belong to different sets. Thus λ (0,1) (v 0 ) + λ (0,1) (e 0 ) = 1, which means that their labels in the subunit will sum to a function of t only (i.e. the sum is the same for every copy of the subunit) and similarly the sum of the remaining incident vertices is a function of t only.
We split v 0 into a pendant vertex incident only to e 0 and an unlabeled vertex incident to the remaining edges which were originally incident to v 0 . Then the result is a labeling of the subunit as required. We construct the bracelet by identifying the pendant vertex of one subunit with the unlabeled vertex of a neighboring subunit. The result follows.
The construction immediately provides us with the Corollary 3.2. Let G be a (2r+1)-regular graph with a strong VMTL. Then for every edge e 0 of G, the (t, G − e 0 )-bracelet possesses a strong VMTL.
Looking again at the example of K 4 , by applying this process to the labeling in Figure 5 , we obtain the subunit of Figure 7 , which we can use to construct bracelets such as those shown in Figure 8 for t = 2 and t = 3. It is worth noting that these graphs are not quasi-prisms and thus their labelings cannot be constructed using the methods described in [1] . However, if the VMTL of the original graph is strong then any bracelet constructed from it using this method will also be strong and can thus be used as a starter for building a VMTL for a graph of the same order but larger size according to Theorem 2.1 of [1] .
More complex assemblages
The construction of bracelets in the previous section is a simple example of a more general construction based on subunits. In general, if a subunit has two or more vertex-edge pairs with the same total then we can split each of them into a pendant vertex and an unlabeled vertex, and then identify each pendant vertex of each subunit with an unlabeled vertex in another subunit.
Let us call a subunit from which each pendant vertex and its incident edge have been deleted a truncated subunit. We will refer to the vertex adjacent to the pendant vertex as a support vertex. Then as with the G99-decompositions, if a subunit has r pendant vertices (and thus r unlabeled vertices), we can take any 2r-regular graph, orient it via a Eulerian circuit and then replace each vertex of that graph with the truncated subunit, joining the outgoing edges of the original graph to the support vertices of the subunit and the incoming edges to the unlabeled vertices of each subunit. The resulting graph then has a decomposition into copies of the original subunit, with the outgoing edges being the pendant edges of that subunit.
Returning once more to the example of K 4 , we can construct the subunit in Figure 9 , noting that the vertex-edge totals are 8t + 1 for both pendant vertices. For example, just as we did with the G99-decomposition, we can replace each vertex of K 5 with a truncated subunit derived from the subunit in Figure 9 to obtain a VMTL of the graph in Figure 10 A little thought shows that we can create subunits in which pendant vertices have different formulas for their labels, providing that when we link up subunits, a pendant vertex is only identified with an unlabeled vertex which previously had the same formula for its label as that pendant vertex. Thus there is scope for the construction of many different graphs starting with the same initial VMTL of an odd regular graph.
A second way to generalize the construction is to begin with a graph that is not regular and use subunits with different numbers of pendant vertices. For example, we may start with a graph with degree sequence 2 m 4 t−m and use two kinds of subunits. We will replace the vertices of degree 2 with m subunits of the kind shown in Figure 7 and the vertices of degree 4 with t − m subunits of the kind shown in Figure 9 . This will produce a labeling for a cubic graph from an irregular graph.
As an illustration, consider the non-regular graph in Figure 11 . We replace the vertices labeled a in Figure 11 with truncated versions of the subunit in Figure 12 (a), and those labeled b with truncated versions of the subunit in Figure 12(b) . We obtain a VMTL of the 3-regular graph shown in Figure 13 .
Using this method, there is scope for producing VMTLs for a large va- Finally, there is a possibility that we may actually use subunits created from two or more non-isomorphic graphs. Consider two (2r + 1)-regular graphs G and H, both with VMTLs with the same magic constant k. G will have a balanced (0, 1)-VMTL. For elements w of G and u of H, if λ(w) = λ(u) then let λ (0,1) (u) = λ (0,1) (w). If the resulting (0, 1)-labeling of H is a balanced (0, 1)-VMTL then we will say that the graphs G and H have parallel labelings, and in such cases, we can construct subunits from G and H which are different from each other but can be used together in create assemblages. In particular, we could construct VMTLs of mG ∪ nH, where t = n + m. In Figure 14 we see that the function f : λ → λ (0,1) in one graph also applies to the second graph and hence shows that such parallel labelings are possible. Theorem 3.4 establishes sufficient conditions for two cubic graphs to possess a parallel labeling. These conditions are not necessary since the graphs in Figure 15 do not satisfy the second condition, but still possess a parallel labeling. Proof. In [1] , it was shown how to construct a VMTL for any odd-regular graph which has a spanning quasi-prism (see Theorem 4.2 of that paper). Let us label each of the graphs by this method; then they will all have the same set of vertex labels, the same set of 1-factor labels and the same set of labels for each 2-factor added. We now show that we can construct a balanced (0, 1)-VMTL for each graph such that pairwise the graphs possess parallel labelings. Initially label the vertices and 1-factor for the quasiprism in each graph with 1's and the remaining edges with 0's. As we add each 2-factor, we assign its edges the same (0, 1)-labels as the 1-factor and 
Constructing subunits from multi-graphs
We began this paper with a detailed exposition using the graph G99 as the sub-unit. The reader might now realize that its labeling was not constructed from a VMTL of a simple graph. We could however view it as having been constructed from a VMTL of a multigraph. This observation opens up the intriguing possibility of building a wider range of subunits from the labeling of other multigraphs. For example we could begin with a VMTL of a quasi-prism and then add a 2-factor without regard for whether or not we are creating multiple edges. Then where there are pairs of multiple edges between two vertices, split off one edge to convert it to a pendant edge and pendant vertex. It must be noted that for a multigraph to be useable in such a construction, there can be at most 2 edges between any pair of 
Mutations
In [2] we described a method for creating new VMTLs from old. The process begins with a VMTL for one graph G and swaps a set of edges incident with one vertex with a set of edges having the same sum incident with another vertex. This results either in a different labeling of G or a labeling for a different graph G * . An example is shown in Figure 16 where the edges labelled 1 and 3 (which sum to 4) are incident with vertex 7 and the edge labelled 4 is incident with vertex 5. The mutation interchanges the adjacencies of these edges between the 2 vertices, so that edges labelled 1 and 3 are made incident with vertex 5 and the edge labelled 4 is made incident with vertex 7. The result is a labeling of a different graph which, since it retains the same vertex sums, is a VMTL. Since that mutation swaps 2 edges for one, it is described as a (1, 2)-mutation. Mutation can produce many new labelings for many graphs from a single labeling of one graph. Which sets of edges are suitable for swapping are subject to some constraints so as to prevent loops or multiple edges occurring -these are described in Theorem 2.1 of [2] . Our construction of bracelets from sub-units isomorphic to K 4 was guaranteed by Theorem 3.3 to produce a VMTL for the bracelet. The sub-units are labeled as shown in Fig. 7 and this labeling provides opportunity for many (2, 2)-mutations. We can see in the t = 2 bracelet in Figure 8 that the pair of edges labeled 14 and 3 have the same sum as the pair labeled 13 and 4, and therefore these two pairs can be swapped. Similarly the pair labeled 10 and 11 can be swapped with the pair labeled 12 and 9. In both cases this (2, 2)-mutation produces a labeling for a different graph, namely the 3-cube. Similar swaps are evident in the t = 3 bracelet in Figure 8 . In general, at least the following sets of edge-swaps are always possible in these bracelets:
• Swap the pair of edges labeled 5t + i 1 and 5t + 1 − i 1 with the pair labeled 5t + i 2 and 5t + 1 − i 2 for any choice of i 1 and i 2 .
• Swap edges labeled t + i 1 and 7t + 1 − i 1 with the pair labeled t + i 2 and 7t + 1 − i 2 for any choice of i 1 and i 2 .
• Swap edges labeled t + i 1 and 5t + 1 − i 1 with the pair labeled t + i 2 and 5t + 1 − i 2 for any choice of i 1 and i 2 .
• Swap edges labeled 5t + i 1 and 7t + 1 − i 1 with the pair labeled 5t + i 2 and 7t + 1 − i 2 for any choice of i 1 and i 2 .
• Swap the pair of edges labeled t + i and 5t + 1 − i with the single edge labeled 7t + 1 − j for j = t − 1 and any choice of i.
We note that (2, 2)-mutations of a bracelet will generate labelings for other regular graphs. The mutated graph need not be connected (as in the 3rd type described above). On the other hand, we can get labelings for a non-regular graph from a (2, 1)-mutation such as the last one listed above.
Graphs which are G99-decomposable are good candidates for (1, 2)-mutations. Letting i 1 and i 2 be the smallest edge labels in two different subunits then, subject to the constraints mentioned above, at least four different sets of edge-swaps are possible:
• Swap edges labeled 4t + 1 − i 1 and 2t + 1 − i 1 with an edge labeled 5t + i 2 : this will be possible if i 2 = t + 2 − 2i 1 .
• Swap edges labeled i 1 and 2t + i 1 with an edge labeled 2t + i 2 : this will be possible if i 2 = 2i 1 .
• Swap edges labeled i 1 and 2t + i 1 with an edge labeled 4t + 1 − i 2 : this will be possible if i 2 = 2t + 1 − 2i 1 .
• Swap edges labeled 4t + 1 − i 1 and 2t + 1 − i 1 with an edge labeled 5t + 1 − i 2 : This will be possible if i 2 = 2i 1 − t − 1.
In particular, in situations where the i 1 -and i 2 -subunits are not directly adjacent to each other (which we can usually arrange) such mutations will always be possible. Similar mutations can be described for some of the other graphs considered in this paper.
The real strength of the mutation process is that the newly-mutated graph usually still possesses other sets suitable for further mutation -often the process can be repeated through many generations. Given the fertility of the mutation process in generating new labelings for the order 8 and order 10 cubic graphs, as described in [2] , we expect an equivalent success in starting from the labelings of the assemblages and bracelets described here and generating many VMTLs for many other graphs. We hope to investigate this further in subsequent papers.
Remarks
The parallel labeling in Figure 15 was constructed by fixing the VMTLs and then carrying out a constrained search for the required (0, 1) 
